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A story about Bigpipe Broadband
by bigpipewp | Feb 22, 2019 | Uncategorized | 0 Comments

Now this is a story all about how My broadband got flipped
upside down And I’d like to take a minute so please sit tight
And tell you how I became a customer of Bigpipe!     In little
ol’ New Zealand born and raised Waiting for sites to load,...

If Your Internet Is Bad You Will
Feel Bad
by bigpipe-people | Dec 17, 2018 | Blog, Broadband, News | 0
Comments

Hate slow internet? Well, you should. It could be shortening
your life. Ericsson Consumer Lab did a sure-to-be-completely-
scientifically-legit study that suggests that slow internet
can literally drive you crazy. Well, not crazy, but it will
drive your heart rate up....
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Back  2  the  Basics:  WAN  Edition
(Part 1)
by bigpipe-people | Nov 16, 2017 | Uncategorized | 0 Comments

Welcome back to our next exciting Blogpipe post! This month
we’re going back to the basics and giving everyone the tools
you need to get up and running. We’ve got more exciting and
in-depth content coming with Part Two of Back 2 the Basics
because all great things...

Land  access  reform,  or,  how  your
fibre install is going to get much
easier
by bigpipe-people | Oct 12, 2017 | Blog, UFB | 0 Comments

Hi Everyone! Sorry we’ve been away for so long but we promise
we have some exciting details for you we can’t wait to share.
Like all great things, we hope to bring you back here quite
often as we bring some handy new updates the likes of which
will help give you the...
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Get more fibre in your diet with
Bigpipe!
by bigpipe-people | Jun 7, 2017 | Blog, UFB | 0 Comments

Good news everyone! Specifically, good news everyone who lives
in Rotorua, Taupo, Tauranga, Whakatane, Hamilton, Tokoroa, New
Plymouth,  Nelson,  Blenheim,  Ashburton,  Christchurch,
Greymouth, or Timaru. That’s right – Bigpipe has just expanded
the bigness of its...

Move house or change broadband plan
– nice ‘n easy with Bigpipe!
by  bigpipe-people  |  Apr  3,  2017  |  Bigpipe  Improvements,
Broadband, ISP, Naked Broadband | 9 Comments

Good news everyone! The Bigpipe Code-Elves have been busy,
slaving  away  in  their  dank  sub-basement  coming  up  with
fantastically  useful  improvements  for  all  you  wonderful
Bigpipe  customers.  Spare  a  thought  for  them;  dab  their
sweating brows with a metaphorical moist...
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Good Elite News Everyone!
by bigpipe-people | Sep 30, 2016 | Blog, Broadband, UFB | 10
Comments

Alright, Elite customers! It’s almost time to upgrade you from
your already-fast 200/200 megabit experience to a blazing-fast
next-gen world. (And if you’re not an Elite customer yet,
there’s no time like the present!) Naturally, you’ve got...

Max Speed Bigpipe
by bigpipe-people | Sep 8, 2016 | Broadband, Naked Broadband,
UFB | 2 Comments

Bigpipe is very pleased, stoked even, to announce it will
begin offering unlimited, naked, max-speed fibre connections
for $129 a month Yes! Bigpipe will be upgrading customers on
our Elite ($129 per month) plan to Gigabit speeds wherever
available �...
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The Bigpipe Big Guide to WiFi
by bigpipe-people | Jun 13, 2016 | Blog, Broadband, Technology
| 2 Comments

One of the things we hear often from our customers is that
their WiFi is not working. We get a lot of messages like
this:  It’s understandable why people get confused. To many,
WiFi is the internet. It’s the technology that your phone,
iPad, and lots of...

Bigpipe People Profile: Jith DR
by bigpipe-people | May 23, 2016 | Bigpipe Staff Profile | 3
Comments

It’s time to meet another of the mighty lords and ladies who
reign supreme from Bigpipe Towers. This time it’s Sarvajith
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DR, Bigpipe’s Product Manager! Sarvajith, or “Jith”, or “Dark
Lord of the Jith”, or “Jithu”,...

Our Marketing Guy Gets Roasted At
Startup Weekend
by bigpipe-people | May 17, 2016 | Blog | 2 Comments

Bigpipe  Marketing  Wizzard  Joshua  Drummond  got  roasted
at Auckland Startup Weekend. Observe, humans, as he embloggens
his experiences. Man, I’m tired today. “Shattered” feels like
a good word. My head feels like a large, enthusiastic man in
very heavy...

Refer your friends to Bigpipe and
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win  a  home  entertainment  package
worth over $2000!
by bigpipe-people | May 10, 2016 | Uncategorized | 0 Comments

It’s been a little over 2 months since we launched our super-
simple,  super-snazzy  friend  referral  scheme  and  it’s  been
going really well – heaps of you have either referred your
friends, or been referred to Bigpipe! So we figured it was
time we kicked...

Get  free  Bigpipe  for  you  &  your
mates!
by bigpipe-people | Feb 29, 2016 | Blog, Broadband, Promotion
| 1 Comment

So… you’re a Bigpipe customer, deeply and passionately in love
with our unlimited data and no contract plans. You want to
tell the world all about Bigpipe, share the love with your
friends, colleagues, and anybody who will listen. We figured
we’d...
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Bigpipe  People  Profile:  Sean
Forster
by bigpipe-people | Feb 23, 2016 | Bigpipe Staff Profile | 2
Comments

Hello! It’s time you met Sean, one of several alleged humans
who works at Bigpipe Towers. Take it away, Sean.  Your Name
Here Sean Forster A/S/L? 24 (1 more month until I am a quarter
century *cringe*) Male / about 4 desks away from you That came
out a bit...

Bigpipe Gives Away A Cray-zy Prize
by bigpipe-people | Feb 17, 2016 | Blog, Uncategorized | 0
Comments
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A few weeks ago, Bigpipe decided to give away a Mystery Prize.
The actual mystery prize was a Chromecast. It wasn’t that
mysterious, actually; we said what it was in our Facebook
post. But we decided to have some fun with it. We advertised
the tantalising...

Bigpipe  People  Profile:  Lannah
Frost
by bigpipe-people | Feb 3, 2016 | Bigpipe Staff Profile | 1
Comment

At Bigpipe, we pride ourselves on having human staff. One of
our humans we are proudest of is Lannah Frost. Find out some
facts about this human in the series of questions and answers!
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Good Video Streaming Everyone!
by bigpipe-people | Jan 17, 2016 | Blog, Broadband, Online TV,
Technology, Uncategorized | 0 Comments

Here at Bigpipe Towers we love statistics, charts, and techy
stuff of all kinds. So when Netflix released their stats it
was a day of wild celebration. Why? What did we learn? That NZ
has good infrastructure for video streaming – and it’s getting
better...

How to Switch ISPs (Without Ruining
Everything)
by bigpipe-people | Dec 21, 2015 | Blog | 0 Comments

Bigpipe explains how to switch your internet service provider
without ucking up your internet shi.
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Get free Bigpipe!
Show Me How!

Modem Guides
Set up your modem.

Get guided!

Bigpipe Reviews
Find out what our customers are saying

Go on...
Search for:   Search 
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